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Abstract: Recycling waste materials for transport infrastructure such as coal wash (CW), steel furnace slag 1 

(SFS), fly ash (FA) and recycled tyre products is an efficient way of minimising the stockpiles of waste 2 

materials while offering significant economic and environmental benefits, as well as improving the stability 3 

and longevity of infrastructure foundations. This paper presents some of the most recent state-of-the-art 4 

studies undertaken at the University of Wollongong Australia on the use of waste materials such as, (i) CW-5 

based granular mixtures (i.e. SFS+CW, CW+FA) for port reclamation and road base/subbase, and (ii) using 6 

recycled tyre products (i.e. rubber crumbs, tyre cell, under sleeper pads and under ballast mats) to increase 7 

track stability and reduce ballast degradation. Typical methods of applying these waste materials for 8 

different infrastructure conditions are described and the results of comprehensive laboratory and field tests 9 

are presented and discussed.  10 

Keywords: Recycling and reuse of materials, Geotechnical engineering, granular materials, railway tracks 11 

1. Introduction 12 

Stockpiling mining waste has created serious environmental and social concerns for many mining-based 13 

countries such as Australia. Steel furnace slag (SFS) and coal wash (CW) are two common granular by-14 

products from steel manufactures and coal mining, and every year millions of tonnes are produced in 15 

Australia; most is stockpiled, while the recycling rate barely meets satisfactory (Mudd, 2010). Furthermore, 16 

since good quality natural aggregates are becoming increasingly scarce and associated environmental 17 

legislation becoming more stringent, finding sustainable and innovative ways of recycling various types of 18 

industry wastes (used tyre derivatives, coal wash, plastics, glass etc.) for developing civil infrastructure will 19 

become crucial (Indraratna et al., 2018; Indraratna et al., 2019a; Arulrajah et al., 2020a; Arulrajah et al., 20 

2020b; Naeini et al., 2020; Suddeepong et al., 2020).  The commercial use of these engineered fills (SFS 21 

and CW) above the groundwater level has already been approved by the Environment Protection Authority 22 

of the state of New South Wales (NSW EPA, 2014ab) indicating insignificant leachate potential and toxicity. 23 

Humphrey et al. (1997), Edil and Bossscher (1992), and Downs et al. (1996) carried out field studies of 24 

shredded rubber above and below the water table and they found insignificant leaching of hazardous 25 

compounds, i.e. even below the typical limits in drinking water standards 26 
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SFS is produced when converting iron to steel through a basic oxygen furnace and CW is generated while 27 

separating coal from its impurities. Apart from CW, fly ash (FA) is another by-product from coal that is 28 

generated when burning coal in electric generation power plants. FA contains some materials like 29 

aluminous and siliceous that form cement with chemical reaction with water, and this material is usually 30 

considered to be a stabilising agent for base and subbase materials (Ahmaruzzaman, 2010; Wang et al., 31 

2019). While SFS particles have a higher unit weight and superior shear strength and stiffness than natural 32 

aggregates (Wang, 2010; Yildirim and Prezzi, 2015; Qi et al., 2018a); previous studies (e.g. Indraratna, 33 

1994; Heitor et al., 2016; Fityus et al., 2008) reported that coal wash is suitable for structural fill based on 34 

its shear strength, and the impact of breakage (during compaction and shearing) and associated double 35 

porosity in its compacted state can affect its shear and deformation behaviour significantly (i.e. 36 

Rujikiatkamjorn et al., 2013; Kaliboullah et al. 2015). However, improving heterogeneous waste materials 37 

such as SFS and CW through compaction poses some challenges related to their individual adverse 38 

geotechnical properties, i.e. the breakage potential for coal wash (Indraratna, 1994; Heitor et al., 2016) and 39 

volumetric instability (swelling) for steel furnace slag (Wang, 2010; Heitor et al., 2014). To minimise these 40 

detrimental effects and optimise the geotechnical properties, these waste materials are usually blended 41 

with other materials before using them for civil engineering applications. For instance, SFS can be blended 42 

with fly ash, cement, asphalt or concrete to serve as a landfill or a pavement material (Xue et al., 2006; 43 

Malasavage et al., 2012; Yildirim and Prezzi, 2015), CW is mixed with FA and then used as alternative 44 

aggregates for base and subbase materials in roads (Wang et al., 2019), and it has been reported that SFS 45 

and CW blended in a proper ratio can successfully serve as construction fill in port and land reclamation 46 

projects (Indraratna et al., 1994; Heitor et al., 2014; Chiaro et al., 2015; Tasalloti et al., 2015a, b).  47 

The accumulation of waste tyres is another concern for most developed and developing countries; in 48 

Australia alone, more than 50 million (Equivalent Passenger Unit) waste tyres are generated every year 49 

(Brulliard et al., 2012). To tackle the problem of large stockpiles of waste tires, researchers have proposed 50 

innovative ways to reuse waste tire products in civil engineering, especially transport infrastructure projects 51 

such as railways, highways, and seismic isolation. This is because the high damping property and high 52 

energy absorbing capacity of rubber help to attenuate dynamic loads and vibrations and hence reduce the 53 

degradation of infrastructure foundations and enhance stability and longevity (Schneider et al., 2011; Costa 54 
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et al., 2012; Sol-Sánchez et al., 2015; Indraratna et al., 2018; Qi et al., 2018c; Indraratna et al., 2019a). 55 

Several types of recycled rubber products have been introduced into railway, i.e. under sleeper pads (USP), 56 

under ballast mats (UBM), recycled tyre cells and granulated rubber/rubber crumbs (Nimbalkar and 57 

Indraratna, 2016; Indraratna et al., 2017a; Indraratna et al., 2017b; Indraratna et al., 2017c; Navaratnarajah 58 

and Indraratna, 2017; Indraratna et al., 2018; Navaratnarajah et al., 2018; Indraratna et al., 2019b; 59 

Jayasuriya et al., 2019; Sol-Sánchez et al., 2019). Furthermore, mixing rubber crumbs (RC) with mining 60 

waste (i.e. SFS, CW) can further improve the energy absorption properties of these waste mixtures and 61 

also extend the application of these mining waste into the rail foundations (Indraratna et al., 2017a; 62 

Indraratna et al., 2019b). 63 

This paper reviews the recent novel studies at the University of Wollongong (Australia), on the use of waste 64 

materials (i.e. SFS, CW, FA and recycled tyre products) in port reclamation and roads and railways, these 65 

applications include (i) using blends of SFS and CW for port reclamation, (ii) evaluating a mixture of CW 66 

and FA for road base/subbases, (iii) two methods for developing a synthetic energy absorbing layer for 67 

railway subballast using mixtures of SFS+CW+RC or CW+RC, (iv) using recycled tyre cells to reinforce the 68 

capping layer for heavy haul rail tracks, and (v) using rubber mats (i.e. USP, UBM) to reduce ballast 69 

degradation and track deformation under stiff subgrade conditions such as tunnels and bridges. 70 

Comprehensive laboratory tests (small scale and large scale) were carried out to investigate the 71 

geotechnical properties of these novel waste-material inclusions. The details of general test procedures 72 

and typical sample preparation process have been described elsewhere (e.g. Chiaro et al. 2015; Indraratna 73 

et al. 2017a), where the target material is based on optimizing the blended materials in various proportions 74 

according to the type of infrastructure and the nature of loading anticipated. These research outcomes are 75 

expected to contribute to better design solutions where recycled materials are used to enhance the stability 76 

and longevity of infrastructure, while simultaneously reducing the number and volume of waste stockpiles 77 

and the demand for natural aggregates.  78 
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2. Coal Wash-Based Waste Granular Materials for Roads and Port Reclamation 79 

2.1 Compacted CW with blends of SFS for port infrastructure  80 

2.1.1 Materials 81 

Using locally available granular waste materials such as coal wash (CW) and steel furnace slag (SFS) for 82 

reclamation fills in port infrastructure is an economical alternative to conventional (quarried) aggregates 83 

and dredged sandy fills. CW is a by-product from the washery process for refining run-of-mine (ROM) coal. 84 

For every metric tonne of ROM coal that enters a washery plant, approximately 200kg of the output are 85 

granular waste materials, of which 80% corresponds to coarse-grained coal wash and 20% are fine-grained 86 

tailings. Coal mining operations in Australia alone generate millions of tonnes per year of CW (Chiaro et al., 87 

2015). SFS by-product is a direct result of steelmaking as iron and steel scrap are processed with lime at 88 

high temperatures in Basic Oxygen (BOF) and Electric Arc (EAF) furnaces. Approximately 10-15% of the 89 

output by weight from a BOF is SFS. In this study, the source CW (specific gravity 𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠 = 2.27) is Dendrobium 90 

CW produced by Illawarra Coal, and the SFS (𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠 = 3.34) is produced via the basic oxygen method at 91 

Australia Steel Milling Services. Their particle size distribution curves are given in Figure 1. 92 

2.1.2 Applications in Port conditions and results of field trials 93 

The typical specifications of fill materials for Port conditions rely on characterising the material in terms of 94 

its shear strength (i.e. peak friction angle, φ’peak > 30°) and permeability (between 1 × 10-6 cm/s and 1 × 10-95 

4 cm/s, (Davies et al., 2011)). However, for the CW and CW+SFS blends, additional parameters such as 96 

the breakage potential and swelling must be considered. While compacted coal wash can easily exceed 97 

the required peak friction angle of 30o, it still exhibits excessive breakage during shearing. This is very 98 

evident when the stress levels are higher than the critical breakage stress of 127 kPa (Heitor et al, 2016), 99 

and this is why Chiaro et al. (2015) proposed a modified criteria for selecting an optimal CW+SFS blend 100 

ratio that meets the specifications established for Port conditions and complies with the allowable 101 

volumetric changes during service. The proposed criteria has four levels of acceptance, as shown in Figure 102 

2. The region that defines the optimal mixing ratio of CW+SFS lies between 55%<CW<70%; within this 103 

range the blends can easily comply with the acceptance criteria defined for structural fill.   104 

Once suitable CW+SFS blend ratios were identified, a field trial took place at the Port Kembla Outer Harbor 105 

reclamation site in an area 55 m long by 14 m wide by 1.4 m deep (i.e. 1078 m3)  assigned by the Port 106 
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Kembla Port Corporation. This area was then divided into two sections so that the two selected blends 107 

could be assessed. The ratios of these mixtures were based on a preliminary study conducted by Chiaro 108 

et al. (2015), i.e. CW50+SFS50 and CW20+SFS80 by volume percentage. The materials were mixed and 109 

placed in situ by an excavator, and then spreaded and levelled with a grader (Figure 3a). The CW+SFS 110 

blends were compacted by a 13 tonne smooth steel drum roller running on a vibration mode of 30 Hz 111 

(Figure 3b). After four to eight passes with the roller, the mixtures could attain 90% to 95% dry unit weight 112 

complying with the required specifications for port expansion (Davies et al., 2011).   113 

Dynamic Cone Penetration Tests (DCPTs) and Plate Load Tests (PLTs) were then carried out to assess 114 

the post-compaction shear strength of these mixtures. During the DCPT tests the number of blows to drive 115 

the cone penetrometer 100 mm into the compacted layers was measured regularly (ASTM D6951, 2009); 116 

Figure 3 (c-d) shows the equivalent in-situ California Bearing Ratio (CBR) values obtained via the number 117 

of DCPT blows (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 292/𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷1.12 ) following ASTM D6951 (2009). Since these mixtures had an 118 

equivalent CBR value between 25 and 50, they could be considered suitable for a structural fill in terms of 119 

their shear strength. 120 

Plate load tests for each mixture were carried out at two elapsed time periods to investigate the potential 121 

effects of the hydration reactions due to the presence of free lime (CaO) and free magnesium (MgO) in the 122 

SFS. The variation of applied pressure with settlement, for the two stages (i.e. 30 and 170 days after 123 

compaction) is shown in Figure 3 (e-f). Not surprisingly, the blend with a higher percentage of SFS (Figure 124 

3f) had the largest difference between the 30 and 170 day tests. From the viewpoint of post-construction 125 

settlement and the expected port service loads (60-120 kPa), the expected settlement would not exceed 1 126 

mm; this result confirmed the blend’s suitability as a structural fill.   127 

The presence of CaO and MgO in the SFS may cause the mixtures to experience swelling. To investigate 128 

the swelling potential (ratio of vertical expansion to the layer thickness), surface markers were monitored 129 

over time with surveying equipment. While the mixture with a higher SFS showed more swelling, it was still 130 

modest for a free swelling condition; the swelling potential of the CW50+SFS50 and CW20+SFS80 blends 131 

were 5% and 6.3%, respectively. On this basis, and provided that the surcharge and live loads (e.g. 132 

pavement, live loads) are greater than the swell pressure (approximately 50 kPa for CW50+SFS50), vertical 133 
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expansion should not occur, and moreover, it is unlikely the swelling potential would influence the 134 

performance and stability of the built Port Infrastructure. 135 

2.2 Evaluating CW+FA mixtures for road base/subbase  136 

SFS has a great potential for swelling and its use in ground engineering projects is contingent on the 137 

amplitude of live loads to counteract the swelling pressure. Loads at the level of the base/subbase of roads 138 

may not be enough to prevent swelling and undesirable deformations. A mixture of CW and fly ash (FA) 139 

(CW+FA) is another alternative to natural rock aggregates for base/subbase material in roads, with the FA 140 

being added to fill the voids and increase the density of the mixture and improve particle interlocking for 141 

increased strength. A comprehensive optimisation study has been carried out on several mixtures of coal 142 

wash and fly ash using different amounts of fly ash; this experimental study is summarised in Figure 4 143 

(Wang et al., 2019). 144 

2.2.1 Selecting the optimum FA content   145 

To evaluate the effect that FA has on compaction efficiency, a standard Proctor compaction was carried 146 

out on a mixture where the amounts of FA ranged between 0% and 20%. Since the components of this 147 

mixture had different specific gravities, the compaction efficiency was represented by the void ratio rather 148 

than the dry density. Figure 5 shows that the void ratio decreases as the amount of FA increases up to 149 

10%, after which the void ratio begin to increase again. These preliminary results prove that the optimum 150 

amount of FA is around 10%. In practice however, the compaction energy is often higher than the standard 151 

Proctor compaction tests, so based on the results of standard Proctor compaction, modified Proctor 152 

compaction tests were carried out on smaller amounts of FA (i.e. 7%, 10% and 13%) to mimic field 153 

conditions. Figure 5b shows that the minimum void ratio corresponds to 7% FA and 6% water content, 154 

however the compaction curve became flatter as the amount of FA increased beyond 7%. This indicates 155 

that larger amounts of FA can reduce the compaction efficiency, regardless of water content. The strength 156 

and deformation of CW+FA mixtures were further evaluated based on their unconfined compressive 157 

strength (UCS), the California Bearing Ratio (CBR), and the collapse potential (CP), to verify that 7% is the 158 

optimum amount of FA needed to improve their geotechnical behaviour. 159 

The UCS of CW+FA mixtures compacted at a modified Proctor energy was studied as per AS 5101.4 160 

(Standards Australia 2008). The samples were prepared under different moisture contents in relation to the 161 
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OMC determined based on the modified Proctor compaction curve. Moisture contents were selected to 162 

cover both the dry side and the wet side of OMC to evaluate the effect of moisture content on the strength 163 

of the mixture with varying FA contents (see Table 1). Figure 6a shows that the maximum UCS at OMC 164 

(i.e. 6%) corresponds to 7% FA. On the wet side of OMC, the mixture with 7% FA has the highest UCS and 165 

the mixture with 13% FA has the highest UCS on the dry side of OMC. However, very dry conditions are 166 

not suitable in practice because they induce brittle behaviour that results in tensile cracking. The UCS of 167 

the mixture with 7% FA (i.e. 250 kPa) is lower than 1000 kPa, which is the maximum allowed for 168 

base/subbase material in roads needed to avoid extreme brittle behaviour. Figure 6b also shows that the 169 

minimum axial strain at the maximum UCS corresponds to 7% FA at OMC, and this increases slightly at 170 

OMC-2%. On the wet side of OMC the axial strain of all the mixtures increases significantly, which indicates 171 

that regardless of the amount of FA, compacted mixtures under very wet conditions cannot improve the 172 

deformation characteristics of the mixture to minimize settlements under live load and satisfy the required 173 

criteria of  2% maximum axial strain for a base/subbase material (Saberian et al. 2018). 174 

The CBR of CW+FA mixtures with 7%, 10%, and 13% was evaluated under soaked conditions; the results 175 

are shown in Figure 6c. The CBR values of CW+FA mixtures with 7%, 10%, and 13% were evaluated under 176 

soaked conditions (Figure 6c). The samples were compacted at the OMC under modified Proctor effort and 177 

then soaked for 4 days with a 4.5 kg surcharge. Then, the CBR test was performed as per the Australian 178 

standards AS 1289.6.1.1 (Standards Australia 2014). The CBR increases when 7% FA is added and then 179 

decreases again with larger amounts of FA. Once again this proves that with an optimum amount of FA the 180 

strength of the mixture increases due to improved particle interlocking because the FA acts like a void filler. 181 

Moreover, the CBR of the mixture with 7% FA is higher than the minimum required for a subbase in roads, 182 

whereas the CBR of all the other mixtures is below the required value. 183 

The CP of the CW+FA mixtures was determined using a modified odometer test. In this test an axial load 184 

of 200 kPa was applied and then the sample was flooded with water. The CP was determined as the change 185 

in the void ratio before and after flooding. Figure 6d shows that the CP of all the mixtures is well below the 186 

maximum value (1%) for a base/subbase (Pusadkar and Ramasamy, 2005). 187 
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2.2.2 Evaluating the optimum amount of FA  188 

Based on the optimum compaction efficiency and the results of CBR, UCS, and CP tests, the mixture with 189 

7% FA was selected as the optimum mixture. In addition to these tests, 2-point bending tests and repeated 190 

load tests were carried out on the mixture with 7% FA to further investigate its tensile strength and behaviour 191 

under dynamic loading conditions. The tensile strength tests were carried out on the dry side and wet side 192 

of the OMC. Figure 7a shows how the maximum tensile strength coincides with the OMC (i.e. 6%), as 193 

determined from the modified Proctor compaction tests. When the water content decreases to OMC-1% 194 

(80% OMC), the tensile strength also decreases slightly, but there would be a significant drop if the water 195 

content decreased to OMC-2% (70% OMC). Similarly, on the wet side of OMC the tensile strength 196 

decreased significantly, even with a 1% increase in the water content. It was observed that the tensile strain 197 

had decreased slightly on the dry side of OMC, whereas the rate of increase in wet conditions was much 198 

higher. Therefore, to sustain a higher tensile strength and avoid tensile cracking and cracks propagating 199 

onto the surface of the pavement, the mixture must be placed at OMC or slightly drier than OMC (>80% 200 

OMC). Wet conditions must be avoided because they inhibit compaction, induce higher axial and tensile 201 

strains, and reduce the tensile strength of the mixture. 202 

Repeated load tests (RLT) were carried out as specified by Austroads (2007). These tests consist of 5 203 

separate stages of 10,000 cycles per stage; the cyclic deviator stress was increased by 100 kPa at each 204 

stage to mimic different loading conditions at the level of the subbase and base layer in roads. Figure 7 (b-205 

c) shows the permanent axial strain and resilient modulus at the end of each stage under four dry-back 206 

conditions. When tested at OMC, the strain accumulates at an increasing rate, with an increasing cyclic 207 

stress, while the frictional failure commences at the beginning of the fourth stage with a load greater than 208 

350 kPa. When the load is below 350 kPa, the axial strain decreases with a decreasing water content up 209 

to a dry-back of 80% OMC, and then it increases again with a further dry back to 70% OMC. At a greater 210 

load (i.e. > 350 kPa), the minimum axial strain corresponds to 80% OMC, whereas the mixture at 90% OMC 211 

exhibits frictional failure, as noted by an increasing rate of strain accumulation. The resilient modulus 212 

(Figure 7c) increases as the cyclic deviator stress increases due to the densification experiences at each 213 

loading stage; it also increases as the water content decreases. At 80% OMC, the mixture could sustain a 214 

resilient modulus ranging from 100 MPa to140 MPa for cyclic loads of 150 kPa and 550 kPa, respectively. 215 
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The RLTs show that the mixture is good enough for a subbase with 80% OMC dry-back, but it can only be 216 

used as a base if the live loads are less than 350 kPa, i.e., for roads carrying light traffic.  217 

3. Role of Recycled Rubber for Railways 218 

This section mainly focuses on several innovative ways to improve the rail track performance using recycled 219 

rubber products, including (i) developing a synthetic energy absorbing layer (SEAL) for railway subballast 220 

by adding rubber crumbs (RC) in mining waste (i.e. SFS and CW); (2) using recycled waste tyre cell to 221 

reinforce the railway capping layer; and (3) installing under sleeper pads (USP) or under ballast mats (UBM) 222 

to reduce the track displacement and ballast degradation. The large-scale process simulation primordial 223 

testing apparatus (PSPTA) at the University of Wollongong (UOW) was used to examine the performance 224 

of different methods, and the schematic illustration of each method is shown in Figure 8 (b-d). 225 

3.1 SEAL for subballast using SFS+CW+RC mixtures 226 

Indraratna et al. (2017a) extended the use of mining waste (SFS and CW) by adding rubber crumbs to 227 

mixtures of SFS+CW to develop a synthetic energy absorbing layer (SEAL) for railway subballast. They 228 

found that adding rubber 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 ≥ 10% (by weight) to SFS+CW mixtures having SFS:CW=7:3 (the optimal 229 

blending ratio, by weight), these waste mixtures of SFS+CW+RC can provide a comparable shear strength 230 

to traditional subballast, but without inducing any risk of the SFS swelling and particle breakage of CW 231 

(Indraratna et al., 2017a; Qi et al., 2018a; Qi et al., 2019a; Qi et al., 2019b). To better understand the 232 

damping property and energy absorption concept of the SFS+CW+RC mixture by adding rubber, a series 233 

of small-scale cyclic loading triaxial tests were carried out on these waste mixtures and a large-scale 234 

physical model was proposed to verify the enhanced energy absorbing capacity after adding SEAL to a 235 

track. 236 

3.1.1 Materials and cyclic testing program 237 

The source materials for SFS and CW are the same as those mentioned in Section 2, whereas the rubber 238 

crumbs (RC) shredded from waste tyres provided by Tyre Crumbs Australia came in four sizes (0-2.3 mm, 239 

0.3-3 mm, 4-7 mm, and 8-15 mm). The particle size distribution curves (PSD) of RC, SFS, and CW are 240 

shown in Figure 9a. All the waste materials were sieved and separated according to their size ranges. When 241 

preparing the samples (50 mm in diameter and 100 mm high) for the cyclic triaxial test, all the mixtures 242 

were prepared following the same target PSD (see Figure 9b) by adding the exact weight of each material 243 
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(i.e. SFS, CW and RC) according to the different size ranges. The target PSD for the waste mixtures is 244 

comparable with traditional subballast materials tested in previous studies, e.g. Trani and Indraratna (2010), 245 

Radampola et al. (2008) and Kabir et al. (2006). The optimal blending ratio of SFS:CW=7:3 was used with 246 

varying amounts of RC contents (𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 = 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40%). Each SFS+CW+RC mixture was compacted 247 

to around 95% of its maximum dry density after mixed with its optimum water content. 248 

The consolidated drained cyclic triaxial test was in accordance with ASTM-D5311/D5311M (2013). Three 249 

confining pressures (𝜎𝜎′3 = 10, 40, and 70 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘) and the cyclic stress ratio (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =  𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/2𝜎𝜎′3 = 0.8) were 250 

used to simulate field conditions. The cyclic loading test was completed up to 50,000 cycles at a frequency 251 

of 5 Hz. Details of this test procedure can be found in Indraratna et al. (2017a) and Qi et al. (2018b). 252 

3.1.2 Damping property and the energy dissipation concept 253 

Damping is the ability of a material to dissipate energy when subjected to a dynamic load. The damping 254 

ratio (D) is the key parameter needed to evaluate the damping capacity of waste mixtures, and it can be 255 

calculated by using the typical stress-strain hysteresis loop shown in Figure 10a. The total amount of energy 256 

dissipated in one loading cycle (E) can be represented by the area of the hysteresis loop (Figure 10a). The 257 

typical stress-strain hysteresis loop of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different RC contents is shown in Figure 258 

10b. It shows that as 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 increases, the hysteresis loop becomes bigger, indicating that more energy has 259 

dissipated, and at the same loading cycle, more rubber in the waste mixture causes more vertical strain 260 

due to the highly deformable behaviour of rubber materials. 261 

Figure 10c shows D and E of the waste mixture in variation with the loading cycles (N). As expected, the 262 

damping ratio and dissipated energy increase as 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 increases. Note that the D and E of the SFS+CW+RC 263 

mixture having 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 = 0% is very stable as N changes, whereas the D and E of waste mixtures with 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 ≥264 

10% reduces as N increases and then stabilises at around N=10,000 (Figure 10c). Note also that when an 265 

RC of 10% is added to the waste mixture, D increases dramatically, whereas when more RC is included 266 

the increase rate in D actually decreases. This is because when after adding a certain amount of RC (>10%) 267 

the skeleton of the waste mixture is governed by RC particles, so the mixture tends to behave more like 268 

rubber, as suggested by Qi et al. (2018b). The influence of 𝜎𝜎′3 on D and E is shown in Figure 10d, where 269 

the SFS+CW+RC mixture with 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 = 10% is used as an example. When 𝜎𝜎′3 increases, the damping ratio 270 

decreases but more energy is dissipated, thus indicating that the efficiency of dissipating energy decreases.   271 
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It is assumed that under a given track load the total energy input of the track substructure (ballast, subballast 272 

and subgrade) is a certain amount. The total energy absorbed or accumulated by a track system will be 273 

converted to elastic energy via elastic strain and the dissipated energy (particle breakage, plastic 274 

deformation, heat, sound etc.). By taking the SEAL as an example, when 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏  increases the dissipated 275 

energy increases (Figure 10c) and the elastic energy also increases, as shown by Qi et al. (2018b), and 276 

thereby the total absorbed energy increases due to the addition of RC. Therefore, by increasing the energy 277 

absorbing capacity of the subballast layer using SEAL, the energy transferred to ballast and the subgrade 278 

can further decrease, which in turn reduces ballast breakage and associated deformation.  279 

3.1.3 Physical modelling 280 

In order to verify the energy dissipation concept and examine the performance of a track using SEAL as 281 

subballast, a physical model was developed and tested using the large-scale process simulation primordial 282 

testing apparatus (PSPTA) shown in Figure 8a. The PSPTA testing cell had an area of 600×800 mm and 283 

is 600 mm in depth. The physical model consisted of three layers (Figure 8b), i.e. the ballast layer (200 mm 284 

thick), the subballast layer (150 mm thick), and the subgrade layer (100 mm thick). A 150mm thick concrete 285 

sleeper was placed on top of the test specimen, and around it was filled with the shoulder ballast. The 286 

ballast and subgrade materials were from a local quarry near UOW; their PSD is shown in Figure 9a. While 287 

preparing the test specimen the PSD of ballast was obtained according to the Australian Standard (AS-288 

2758.7, 2015), and the ballast and subgrade materials were compacted to field conditions. The SEAL 289 

mixture (SFS+CW+RC) was used as subballast instead of traditional subballast materials. The target PSD 290 

of the SEAL mixture for the large-scale cubical triaxial test is shown in Figure 9b. Five large-scale triaxial 291 

tests were carried out, and in each test the amount of RC (0, 10, 20, 30 and 40%) in the SEAL was changed 292 

beforehand. A maximum cyclic vertical stress of 230 kPa and a loading frequency of 15 Hz was used to 293 

simulate a train with a 25-tonne axle load with a speed of 110 km/h (Indraratna et al., 2014; Navaratnarajah 294 

and Indraratna, 2017; Jayasuriya et al., 2019). A lateral confining pressure 𝜎𝜎′3 = 15 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 was applied in the 295 

transverse direction of the track to simulate the pressure provided by the crib and shoulder ballast according 296 

to real track conditions (Navaratnarajah et al., 2018). After each test the ballast was sieved to examine the 297 

particle breakage. During these tests, only the specimen with 40% RC failed at around 1,500 cycles due to 298 

severe vibration and settlement, all the other tests were completed up to 500,000 cycles. 299 
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To evaluate the particle degradation of ballast during cyclic loading, the ballast breakage index (BBI) initially 300 

proposed by Indraratna et al. (2005) was used; the BBI can be calculated based on the PSD before and 301 

after the test, the details are shown in Figure 11a. The BBI of the test specimen with different amounts of 302 

RC is shown in Figure 11b. As expected, the addition of RC in SEAL significantly reduces the ballast particle 303 

breakage more than the one without RC, but when more RC is included in SEAL, there is no significant 304 

reduction in BBI and the value for the specimen with 20% RC is even higher; this is probably due to the 305 

vibration caused by the rubbery behaviour of the SEAL, as explained earlier. The plastic vertical strain 𝜀𝜀1 of 306 

the track specimen is shown in Figure 11c, where 𝜀𝜀1 of the track specimen increases as 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 increases in the 307 

SEAL. Note that the failed test specimen with 40% RC had a plastic axial strain of almost 10% even after 308 

1,500 cycles. This indicates that  too much RC (≥ 40%) can induce track failure due to excessive settlement 309 

and vibration. Compared to the traditional track specimen in the previous study that was tested by 310 

Jayasuriya et al. (2019) under the same loading conditions, except for the specimen with 0% RC, all the 311 

specimens with SEAL having 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 ≥ 10%  could reduce the BBI by 40-60% with acceptable vertical 312 

deformation. Therefore it is recommended that 10% of RC should be added to the SEAL because it enhance 313 

track performance with less ballast breakage and track settlement. 314 

3.2 SEAL for subballast using CW+RC mixtures 315 

3.2.1 Strength and deformation  316 

An alternative method for developing a synthetic energy absorbing layer (SEAL) using CW and RC only, is 317 

also possible for the subballast/capping layer, however, since CW is weaker than SFS, removing SFS from 318 

the blend would affect the strength and deformation of the mixture. Compaction tests and monotonic triaxial 319 

tests were carried out on four CW+RC mixtures with 0%, 5%, 10% and 15% rubber to evaluate its effect on 320 

the geotechnical behaviour of a CW+RC mixture (Indraratna et al., 2019b). Indraratna et al. (2019b) proved 321 

that the mixture can be compacted to an acceptable void ratio by increasing the compaction energy without 322 

inducing excessive breakage, so triaxial tests were then carried out under three confining pressures to 323 

mimic different field conditions (i.e. 25, 50 and 75 kPa). All the mixtures were compacted to the same void 324 

ratio to examine how the amount of rubber would affect the stress-strain response.  325 

Figure 12a shows the stress-strain relationship of CW+RC mixtures at a confining pressure of 50 kPa. It is 326 

noted that the inclusion of RC improves the ductility of the material. Ductility prevents tensile cracking and 327 
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sudden and brittle failure when a mixture is subjected to a long lifecycle and when it reaches a state of 328 

fatigue. For the CW+SFS+RC mixture tested by Indraratna et al. (2017a), the peak deviator stress 329 

decreases as the amount of rubber increaseds, however Figure 12b shows that the peak deviator stress of 330 

all the mixtures is greater than the maximum axial stress expected at the level of the subballast/capping 331 

layer.  332 

The inclusion of rubber particles induce higher deformation under the same stress because the rubber 333 

compresses and become deformed. The axial strain at the peak deviator stress plotted in Figure 12c shows 334 

that the axial strain increases as the amount of rubber increases. The maximum allowable settlement of 335 

the subballast/capping layer is 2%. In Figure 12d, the deviator stress that corresponds to an axial strain of 336 

2% is plotted. For an amount of RC ≤ 10% and the confining pressure usually observed in practice (i.e. 40-337 

50 kPa), the mixture can sustain a stress that is higher than the expected stress at the level of the 338 

subballast/capping layer with an axial deformation of 2%. This indicates that the inclusion of rubber does 339 

not induce excessive settlement if the amount of RC is less than 10%. 340 

3.2.2 Energy absorption  341 

The main reason for using recycled rubber in infrastructure sublayers is to minimise particle degradation 342 

and increase the energy absorbing potential of the material. Figure 13 shows the Breakage Index (BI) and 343 

the energy absorbing potential of CW+RC mixtures. The BI was determined after compaction based on the 344 

method proposed by Indraratna et al. (2005) and the energy absorbing capacity was evaluated based on 345 

the maximum work absorbed by the mixture up to the point of failure (Indraratna et al., 2019b). Figure 13a 346 

shows that the BI decreases by approximately 50% when 10% of RC is added, after which there is no 347 

significant decrease in breakage. This indicates that an amount of rubber of more than 10% is unnecessary 348 

because it only induces higher axial settlement without any further reduction in degradation. The energy 349 

absorbing potential shown in Figure 13b indicates that the capacity of the mixture to absorb energy 350 

increases as the amount of rubber increases. This increase is more evident at higher confining pressures 351 

due to an increase in the compressibility of rubber. An energy absorbing layer is of great benefit in corridors 352 

that generate vibration, such as railways. Previous studies showed there was much less vibration when a 353 

layer of rubber was introduced into the track (Cho et al., 2007). Similarly, a SEAL matrix helps to attenuate 354 
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noise and vibration so there is less disturbance in the surrounding environment at sites where a railway 355 

track is very close to residential or commercial areas. 356 

3.3 Waste tyre cell-reinforced capping layer for heavy haul loading 357 

3.3.1 Materials and test loading conditions 358 

An innovative method for confining the capping layer (subballast) using recycled tyre cells has been 359 

proposed by (Indraratna et al., 2017c, Sun et al., 2019). The aim is to reduce particle movement and ballast 360 

degradation, and increase the stability and resiliency of track infrastructure. Large-scale cyclic cubical 361 

triaxial tests using PSPTA were carried out to evaluate a capping layer confined with tyre cells; this large-362 

scale triaxial sample contained a ballast layer, a capping layer, and a subgrade layer (Figure 8c). The 363 

ballast and capping layers are crushed basalt (latite) with particle sizes ranging from 2.36-53 mm and 0.075-364 

19 mm, respectively. The bottom layer is a 50-mm thick subgrade layer. The cyclic loading test proceeded 365 

under two different conditions, a traditional track specimen confined with and without a recycled tyre cell. 366 

One sidewall of the recycled tyre was removed and the tyre was filled with traditional capping materials (i.e. 367 

crushed basalt). A woven geotextile was installed at the interface of the capping layer and the structural fill 368 

to serve as a separator.  369 

The cyclic loading tests carried out at 15 Hz, and a maximum axial stress 𝜎𝜎′1𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 385 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 and a 370 

minimum axial stress 𝜎𝜎′1𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 15 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 were applied to simulate a heavy haul train with an axle load of 371 

40 tonnes (Jeffs and Tew, 1991). Each cyclic loading test consisted of 500,000 cycles, after which the 372 

ballast was sieved to determine the extent of degradation. 373 

3.3.2 Test results 374 

Figure 14a shows the results of the cubical triaxial test in terms of the lateral and vertical deformation of the 375 

specimens where lateral displacement without a tyre cell increases rapidly at the beginning of the test and 376 

then stabilises around N=100,000 cycles. As expected, there is a dramatic reduction in the lateral 377 

displacement of the specimen with a tyre cell because the particles are confined and therefore tend to 378 

contract more. The vertical settlement develops rapidly during the first thousands of loading cycles and 379 

then gradually stabilises after 100,000 cycles. It is noteworthy that the specimen reinforced with a tyre cell 380 

experiences a greater reduction in the vertical displacement (around 10-12 mm) than the specimen without 381 
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a tyre cell. Overall, these test results indicate that the additional confinement provided by a tyre cell can 382 

reduce track settlement and lateral displacement. 383 

The damping ratio (D) and dissipated energy (E) of the test specimen confined with and without a tyre cell 384 

are shown in Figure 14b. The tests show that when a track is confined by a tyre cell the damping property 385 

is enhanced and the dissipated energy increases. When the test begins, the D and E decrease as the 386 

number of loading cycles increase due to the high dissipation of energy caused by plastic sliding and particle 387 

breakage, but when there are more than 10,000 loading cycles the D and E are almost constant because 388 

the granular mass becomes dense and stable. 389 

Ballast could experience significant degradation during long-term service due to repeated loading 390 

(Indraratna et al., 2011), but since tyre cells have a higher damping property they can reduce ballast 391 

degradation. The PSD of ballast before and after the test, and the BBI values of specimens with and without 392 

a tyre cell are shown in Figure 15, here the PSD curves indicate that the biggest change in the size of 393 

ballast took place in the 37.5 mm sieve. The BBI of the specimen confined with a tyre cell is almost 70% 394 

less than the specimen without a tyre cell. This result suggests that a ballast layer could become more 395 

durable if the capping layer is reinforced by energy absorbing tyre cells, a result that would reduce the 396 

amount of aggregates taken from a quarry. 397 

3.4 Using rubber mats/pats to improve the performance of track with stiff subgrade  398 

3.4.1 Under sleeper pads and under ballast mats testing program 399 

A series of tests to investigate the effect of under sleeper pads (USP) and under ballast mats (UBM) for rail 400 

track built on the stiff subgrade such as tunnels and bridges were carried out using PSPTA. The test 401 

specimen contained two layers: (i) a 300 mm thick ballast layer, and (ii) a 150 mm thick concrete base to 402 

simulate a rail track on a stiff subgrade. The position of the USP and UBM is also shown in Figure 8d. The 403 

ballast material tested was the same mentioned in the previous section. The USP and UBM were 404 

manufactured from recycled waste tyres. The rubber mats/pats were made by encapsulating waste rubber 405 

granulates in a polyurethane elastomer compound. The USP and UBM were 200×800 mm by 10 mm thick, 406 

and 600×800 mm by 10 mm thick, respectively. Cubical triaxial tests were conducted with USP, with UBM, 407 

and without any rubber inclusions. The maximum vertical stress at the sleeper-ballast interface was 230 408 

kPa to simulate a train with a 25-tonne axle load. The influence of frequency was captured by varying the 409 
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loading frequency (i.e. 15, 20, and 25 Hz). Each test was carried out up to 500,000 cycles, after which the 410 

ballast was sieved to check the particle degradation.  411 

3.4.2 Deformation, damping property and ballast degradation 412 

The settlement and lateral displacement of the test specimen without rubber inclusions, and with USP or 413 

UBM under different loading frequencies are shown in Figure 16 (a-b). Since the concrete base is regarded 414 

as rigid, the deformation recorded here only refers to the ballast layer. The test results indicate that the 415 

ballast quickly deforms vertically and laterally up to around 10,000 cycles and remains relatively constant 416 

after 100,000 cycles. Note that when increasing the loading frequency, the test specimen becomes more 417 

deformed. It is evident that the addition of USP and UBM helps to reduce the vertical and lateral deformation 418 

of ballast by a considerable amount. Specifically, under a loading frequency of 15-25 Hz the inclusion of 419 

USP reduces the vertical deformation by 16-47% and the lateral displacement by 21.5-55%, as opposes to 420 

a 20-34% reduction in vertical deformation  and 39-44% in lateral displacement using UBM.  421 

To better understand how the USP and UBM influence the energy absorbing properties of a rail track, the 422 

D and E of the test specimen were examined (Figure 16 c-d). The results indicate that D and E are initially 423 

high at the beginning of the test, but decrease as N increases, and then stabilize at around N=100,000. 424 

This can be attributed to the particle sliding and breakage which consumed a lot of energy at the initial 425 

stage. Note that the inclusion of rubber mats/pats increases the damping capacity of the track and causes 426 

a higher dissipation of strain energy. Overall, the track specimen with USP has a higher damping property 427 

and energy dissipation than the track with UBM; this indicates that having a rubber mat under the sleeper 428 

is a better way of enhancing the energy absorbed by the rail track. This can be further reflected by 429 

investigating ballast degradation. Figure 17 shows the ballast breakage index (BBI) of the test specimen 430 

under various loading frequencies; as expected, increasing the loading frequency increases the BBI and 431 

the addition of rubber mats/pats significantly reduces ballast degradation. It is evident that the addition of 432 

the USP reduces ballast breakage by more than 50% while using UBM reduces ballast degradation by 433 

almost 19-23%. 434 

Overall, the use of rubber mats/pats in a track enhances its performance by reducing the deformation, 435 

increasing the damping property, and reducing particle breakage. However, these enhanced performances 436 

depend mainly on the physical properties of the rubber mat/pat (e.g. its thickness, stiffness, and density), 437 
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its position (i.e. USP or UBM), and the stiffness of the subgrade (e.g. soft or stiff conditions). Hunt and 438 

Wood (2005) indicated that using an elastic element to reduce the stiffness or increasing the thickness of 439 

the elastic layer  can induce excessive deformation and fatigue damage of track components. In practice, 440 

UBM is more effective when the subgrade is stiff, i.e. tunnel or bridge conditions (Navaratnarajah and 441 

Indraratna, 2017), while the stiffer USP provides a better overall performance (Jayasuriya et al., 2019). The 442 

results of this study indicate that by including USP or UBM, the test specimen appears to have a comparable 443 

deformation behaviour whereas the USP will increase the damping property more and thus reduce ballast 444 

degradation more. 445 

4. Conclusions 446 

This paper has presented some innovative applications for using waste materials (i.e. steel furnace slag, 447 

coal wash, fly ash, rubber crumbs, recycled tyre cell and rubber mats/pats) in transportation infrastructures 448 

such as using the CW-based granular matrix (SFS+CW or CW+FA) for port reclamation and road subbase, 449 

rubber crumbs blended with mining waste (i.e. SFS and CW) to replace traditional subballast, under sleeper 450 

pads (USP) or under ballast mats (UBM) to minimise ballast deformation and degradation, and waste tyre 451 

cells to reinforce the subballast layer. The following important findings can be drawn from this paper: 452 

• While compacted coal wash exhibited sufficient shear strength for the Port infrastructure, there was still 453 

excessive breakage during shearing when the levels of confinement exceeded 127kPa. To address 454 

this shortcoming, blends of compacted CW and SFS were considered. The blends with 30-45% of SFS 455 

content demonstrate sufficient performance to meet the stringent in-service requirements for Port 456 

infrastructure while minimising the effect of breakage and swelling. 457 

• A mixture of CW and FA is a possible alternative for road infrastructure sublayers. An optimum of 7% 458 

of FA and 6% of OMC were selected based on compaction, CBR, UCS and CP tests. The tensile 459 

strength tests show that this mixture must be at the OMC or slightly drier than OMC to prevent tension 460 

cracking and sustain the highest tensile strength. The mixture was further tested under cyclic loading 461 

to mimic field conditions, with the tests showing that the mixture is adequate for a subbase layer if a 462 

dry-back condition of 80% OMC is applied. The mixture can only be used as base material if the loads 463 

are not expected to exceed 350 kPa. 464 

• Two methods were provided for a synthetic energy absorbing layer (SEAL), i.e. a SFS+CW+RC mixture 465 
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and a CW+RC mixture. The cyclic triaxial tests showed that by increasing the amount of RC in the 466 

waste mixture, the damping property and the dissipated energy increased, indicating that by using the 467 

SFS+CW+RC matrix it would help to reduce track degradation. This was verified by a large-scale 468 

physical model which proved that adding 10% of RC in the waste mixture enabled  the test specimen 469 

to have less ballast degradation and track deformation than the traditional track specimen. As with the 470 

CW+SFS+RC mixture, monotonic triaxial tests showed that adding 10% of rubber to a CW+RC mixture 471 

compacted with higher energy yielded an acceptable axial deformation for the subballast/capping layer 472 

and reduced particle degradation by approximately 50% more than those without RC. Most importantly, 473 

with the enhanced energy absorption potential of the CW+RC mixture, it can provide a promising 474 

inclusion for damping and reducing the vibration generated by passing trains. 475 

• Large-scale cubical triaxial tests were also carried out to investigate the performance of the track 476 

specimen reinforced with tyre cells under a heavy haul loading condition. The tests indicated that tyre 477 

cells infilled with traditional capping layer materials can provide considerable lateral confinement and 478 

reduce the vertical settlement of a track by approximately 10-12 mm compared to the sample without 479 

tyre cells. Moreover, tyre cells can significantly reduce ballast degradation by more than half. 480 

• The large-scale cubical triaxial tests of a track with stiff subgrade and stabilised with USP or UBM had 481 

enhanced track performance with less vertical and lateral deformation, higher damping properties, and 482 

less ballast degradation. By increasing the loading frequency, the deformation and ballast degradation 483 

increase. Overall, adding USP or UBM provided a comparable deformation (vertical and lateral) of the 484 

track specimen, whereas USP showed a more promising result for its damping capacity and ballast 485 

degradation. 486 

  487 
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List of Acronyms: 488 

BBI= Ballast breakage index; 
BI= Breakage index; 

BOF= Basic Oxygen Furnaces; 
BOS= Basic oxygen slag; 
CBR= California Bearing Ratio; 

CP= Collapse potential; 
CSR= Cyclic stress ratio; 
CW= Coal wash; 

DCPT= Dynamic Cone Penetration Test; 
EAF= Electric Arc Furnaces; 

FA= Fly ash; 
OMC= Optimum moisture content; 
PLT= Plate Load Test; 
PSD= Particle size distribution; 

PSPTA= Process simulation primordial testing apparatus; 
RC= Rubber crumbs; 

RLT= Repeated load tests; 
ROM= Run-of-mine; 
SEAL= Synthetic energy absorbing layer; 

SFS= Steel furnace slag; 
UBM= Under ballast mats; 
UCS= Unconfined compressive strength; 

UOW= University of Wollongong; 
USP= Under sleeper pads. 

  489 
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 672 

Table 1 Sample properties for the UCS tests 673 
Test UCS 

FA content 
(%)  

Moisture content  
(%)  

Dry density  
(g/cm3)  

0  

4.98 1.76 

6.50 1.77 

8.34 1.76 

11.26 1.71 

7  

4.46 1.79 

6.06 1.81 

8.64 1.77 

10.17 1.73 

10  

4.63 1.77 

7.09 1.77 

8.97 1.78 

10.67 1.74 

13  

5.04 1.75 

7.45 1.75 

9.23 1.75 
  674 
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Figure captions 675 

Figure 1. Particle size distribution and typical aspect of steel furnace slag (SFS) and coal wash (CW) 676 

granular waste by-products (modified after Tasalloti et al, 2015a). 677 

Figure 2. Criteria for defining the optimal CW-SFS blend (modified after Chiaro et al., 2015). 678 

Figure 3. Photos of the field trial (a) spreading mixed materials, (b) compaction; (c-d) Variation of the 679 

equivalent in-situ CBR with depth and (e-f) variation of pressure against settlement for CW50-BOS50 and 680 

CW20-BOS80 (modified after Tasalloti et al., 2015b). 681 

Figure 4. Experimental study for the optimization of a CW+FA mixture (modified after Wang et al. 2019). 682 

Figure 5. Compaction characteristics of CW+FA at (a) standard proctor and (b) modified Proctor. 683 

Figure 6. (a) Unconfined compressive strength, (b) maximum axial strain, (c) Soaked CBR and (d) collapse 684 

potential of CW+FA mixtures (modified after Wang et al. 2019). 685 

Figure 7. (a) Tensile strength, (b) Permanent deformation and (c) resilient modulus of CW+FA mixture with 686 

7% FA at different dry-back conditions.  687 

Figure 8. (a) Process simulation primordial testing apparatus (PSPTA) at the University of Wollongong, and 688 

schematic illustration of (b) the physical model with SEAL, (c) the prismoidal triaxial box reinforced with a 689 

recycled tyre cell, and (d) the prismoidal triaxial box with rubber mats. 690 

Figure 9. (a) PSD for ballast, subgrade, and waste materials; (b) PSD for traditional subballast and target 691 

SEAL PSD for small and cubical triaxial tests. 692 

Figure 10. (a) Definition of damping ratio and dissipated energy; (b) hysteresis loops of the waste mixture 693 

having different RC contents, and damping ratio and dissipated energy of (c) SFS+CW+RC mixtures. 694 

having different RC contents under 𝜎𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘, and (d) SFS+CW+RC mixtures having 10% RC under 695 

different 𝜎𝜎′3. 696 

Figure 11. (a) Definition of BBI; cubical triaxial test result of (b) BBI and (c) plastic vertical strain. 697 

Figure 12. (a) Stress-strain curve at a confining pressure of 50 kPa and (b) peak deviator stress at 698 

different confining pressures, (c) axial strain at qpeak and (d) qpeak at 2% axial strain of CW+RC mixtures. 699 

Figure 13. (a) Breakage Index (BI) and (b) energy absorption potential of CW+RC mixtures. 700 

Figure 14. Cyclic cubical triaxial test results of the test specimen with and without tyre cell: (a) lateral 701 

displacement and settlement, and (b) damping ratio and dissipated energy (modified after Indraratna et 702 

al., 2017c). 703 

Figure 15. (a) The gradation of ballast before and after test; (b) BBI (data sourced from Indraratna et al., 704 

2017c). 705 

Figure 16. Cubical triaxial test results of the test specimen with USP or UBM or without rubber mats: (a) 706 

settlement and (b) lateral displacement, (c) damping ratio, and (d) dissipated energy (data sourced from 707 

Jayasuriya et al., 2019 and Navaratnarajah and Indraratna, 2017). 708 

Figure 17. BBI of the test specimen with USP or UBM or without rubber mats. 709 
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 711 

Figure 1. (a) Particle size distribution and typical aspect of steel furnace slag (SFS) and coal wash (CW) 712 
granular waste by-products (modified after Tasalloti et al, 2015a). 713 
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 715 
Figure 2. Criteria for defining the optimal CW-SFS blend (modified after Chiaro et al., 2015). 716 

 717 
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 718 

Figure 3. Photos of the field trial (a) spreading mixed materials, (b) compaction; (c-d) Variation of the 719 

equivalent in-situ CBR with depth and (e-f) variation of pressure against settlement for CW50-BOS50 and 720 

CW20-BOS80 (modified after Tasalloti et al., 2015b). 721 

CW20-SFS80 
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  722 

Figure 4. Experimental study for the optimization of a CW+FA mixture (modified after Wang et al. 2019). 723 
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 724 

Figure 5. Compaction characteristics of CW+FA at (a) standard proctor and (b) modified Proctor. 725 

 726 
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 727 

Figure 6. (a) Unconfined compressive strength, (b) maximum axial strain, (c) Soaked CBR and (d) 728 

collapse potential of CW+FA mixtures (modified after Wang et al. 2019).  729 
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 730 

Figure 7. (a) Tensile strength, (b) Permanent deformation and (c) resilient modulus of CW+FA mixture 731 

with 7% FA at different dry-back conditions. 732 
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  733 

Figure 8. (a) Process simulation primordial testing apparatus (PSPTA) at the University of Wollongong, 734 

and schematic illustration of (b) the physical model with SEAL, (c) the prismoidal triaxial box reinforced 735 

with a recycled tyre cell, and (d) the prismoidal triaxial box with rubber mats. 736 
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 737 

Figure 9. (a) PSD for ballast, subgrade, and waste materials; (b) PSD for traditional subballast and target 738 

SEAL PSD for small and cubical triaxial tests. 739 
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 741 

Figure 10. (a) Definition of damping ratio and dissipated energy; (b) hysteresis loops of the waste mixture 742 

having different RC contents, and damping ratio and dissipated energy of (c) SFS+CW+RC mixtures 743 

having different RC contents under 𝜎𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘, and (d) SFS+CW+RC mixtures having 10% RC under 744 

different 𝜎𝜎′3. 745 

  746 
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 747 

Figure 11. (a) Definition of BBI; cubical triaxial test result of (b) BBI and (c) plastic vertical strain. 748 
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 749 

 750 

Figure 12. (a) Stress-strain curve at a confining pressure of 50 kPa and (b) peak deviator stress at 751 

different confining pressures, (c) axial strain at qpeak and (d) qpeak at 2% axial strain of CW+RC mixtures.  752 
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 753 

Figure 13. (a) Breakage Index (BI) and (b) energy absorption potential of CW+RC mixtures. 754 
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 755 

Figure 14. Cyclic cubical triaxial test results of the test specimen with and without tyre cell: (a) lateral 756 

displacement and settlement, and (b) damping ratio and dissipated energy (modified after Indraratna et 757 

al., 2017c).  758 
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 759 

Figure 15. (a) The gradation of ballast before and after test; (b) BBI (data sourced from Indraratna et al., 760 

2017c).  761 
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 762 

 763 

Figure 16. Cubical triaxial test results of the test specimen with USP or UBM or without rubber mats: (a) 764 

settlement and (b) lateral displacement, (c) damping ratio, and (d) dissipated energy (data sourced from 765 

Jayasuriya et al., 2019 and Navaratnarajah and Indraratna, 2017). 766 

  767 
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 768 

Figure 17. BBI of the test specimen with USP or UBM or without rubber mats. 769 
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